Axial asymmetry of water diffusion in brain white matter.
The diffusion tensor (DT) is a three-dimensional (3D) model of diffusivity in biological tissues. In white matter (WM), the major eigenvector, which is the direction of greatest diffusivity, is generally assumed to align with the direction of the fiber bundles. The distribution of major eigenvectors in WM has been investigated using color-based maps and WM tractography (WMT). However, anatomical patterns in the medium and minor eigenvector directions have largely been ignored in DTI studies of the human brain. In this study, the patterns of medium and minor eigenvectors in the brain were investigated using both color-based maps and WMT. Specific WM structures, such as the corona radiata, internal and external capsules, sagittal stratum, cingulum, and superior longitudinal fasciculus, demonstrated coherent patterns in the medium and minor eigenvector directions. These patterns were consistent across subjects. The orthogonal or axial diffusion asymmetry may be explained by merging, diverging, or crossing fiber geometries. The effects of orthogonal diffusion asymmetry on WMT were also investigated. This study shows that WM axial asymmetry causes anisotropic dispersion patterns in the estimated tract trajectories. The medium and minor eigenvector patterns may be useful for elucidating the local dispersion distributions of WM tracts.